
How people look like

Museum of peoples life and towns 
faces



Have you ever noticed a close sight at 
yourself? when you ride on work on bus 

or when you walk in the park? 
Have you ever want to see on someone, but 

didn`t do it because it was improperly?
Have you ever look in the windows of café or 

foreign house?

People and peoples` beautiful is a life. 

And often it sweeps past.



There are many artist in own world and contemplation of beauty is 
important for them. 

There are many people in own world who are 
real art.  



• «Everyone is beautiful» is tagline of its 
museum, «every face is the whole 
story». It`s place where you can «catch» 
life, where you can «catch» beautiful or 
become them for other.

It's like a movie what lifted on your 
eyes, theatrical production. But it`s 
just life.



It is located in an apartment building. Every room is another life of different 
people, is different story about them. Every room is a face of its new and 

new owner. 



You buy a ticket and go up to any floor, open any doors.

But you couldn`t enter to the room. As soon as you open the door, you will meet a 
glass partition.



• It is a museum where the exposition is changing every morning, every 
hour.

• While there are "permanent residents“ in this house . 

The most interesting thing is that you could to become a showpiece for visitors. 
It is free, you can settle into one of the rooms, leaving behind a part of themselves in 
it. You can become for someone inspiration. You can feel yourself like the sculpture 
that stands in the window in front of everyone.

Permanent residents 
often change their 

looks, costume, 
character behavior, the 
situation room - they 
just do a miniature 

setting.



It`s place what give you many possibilities.

Every artist could found nature for drawing.
Every people could get interesting company and aesthetic enjoyment.

Tourists could to know the city through with most weighty component – with people 
living in the town.



• This is a place for lovers of arcana, especially for lovers of the mysteries of 
the humans soul and beautiful and the sacraments of the humans relationships.

• The man behind the glass will be able to talk to you just with glances, 
gestures, touches through the glass.



• The museum will give pleasure to those who appreciate beauty, loves 
people and chat. This site gathers all the charms that distinguish people: 
freckles, wrinkles, white hair, thin arms and others.

In just a few minutes of this communication you could feel falling in 
love and hatred, boredom and interest in this unfamiliar man…

… when he can just go through a separate door, when he wants.


